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IMPLEMENTATION OF ARTICLE 6 OF THE AGREEMENT

Paper Submitted by the DeLegation of the United States -
Alternative to Proposal in Document AIR/W/171/

1. Objective: to establish a listing of those publicly available documents which
are pertinent to an assessment of the impact on trade in civil aircraft of
government supports of civil aircraft development, production, and marketing, (but
not to incLude generic research), in each of the Signatory countries, without
invoking Article 7 of the Agreement on the interpretation and application of
Articles VI, XVI, and XXIII of the GATT (Code on Subsidies and Countervailing
Measures).

2. Introduction: Article 6.1 of the Agreement states that Signatories "affirm
that in their participation in, or support of, civil aircraft programmes they shall
seek to avoid adverse effects on trade in civil aircraft." It further states that
Signatories "shall take into account the special factors which apply in the aircraft
sector, in particular the widespread governmental support in this area, their
international economic interests, and the desires of producers of all signatories
to participate in the expansion of the world civil aircraft market."

ArticLe 6.2 states that "Signatories agree that pricing of civil aircraft
should be based on a reasonable expectation of recoupment of all costs, incLuding
non-recurring programme costs, identifiable and pro-rated (:osts of military research
and development of aircraft components, and systems that are subsequently applied
to the production of such civil aircraft, average production costs, and financial
costs. "

These provisions of the Agreement recognize that governmental supports may
distort trade, but do not necessarily do so.

3. Issue: there is no mechanism provided in the Agreement for Signatories to
demonstrate that their governmental supports of aircraft programmes do, or do not,
distort trade; consequently each Signatory is placed in the position of estimating
the government supports by other Signatories.

4. Proposal: in order to avoid misunderstandings, the United States delegation
suggests a voluntary submission to the GATT secretariat by each Signatory of a List
of current publicly available documents which accurately describe its governmental
support, if any, of civil aircraft development, manufacturing and marketing.

Timing: first report to be submitted by 30 September 1981, for the prior
fiscal or caLendar year 1980,.and annually in June thereafter.

10 December 1980 "Procedures for Providing Transparency of Governmental
Supports" - proposal by the United States delegation.
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